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Day 1 

 

Good morning to my dear students! Today we are going to learn about a very interesting 
descriptive essay, ‘Sayonara’, by Anne Lindbergh.  

Anne Lindbergh (1906 – 2001) was an acclaimed American author, whose books and articles 
spanned poetry and nonfiction, with themes that included solitude and contentment, youth and age, 
love and marriage, peace and the role of women in the 20th century. She was also an aviator, and 
the wife of aviator Charles Lindbergh. Anne was a bestselling author and one of the 20th century’s 
leading feminist voices. As a woman, wife and mother of five, she sought a philosophy that would 
embrace both new and traditional roles for women. A three-month-long journey to survey air 
routes over Canada and Alaska to East Asia became the subject of Lindbergh’s first book, ‘North 
to the Orient’ (1935), which was an instant success. Lindbergh solidified her reputation with her 
second book, ‘Listen! The Wind’ (1938), which recounted a 1933–34 survey of transatlantic air 
routes. Writing extensive poetry and nonfiction, ‘Gift from the Sea’ has been an inspirational book 
for women.  

  

Summary and explanation of the essay:  SAYONARA 

 
 

There are various types of parting expressions in the world:  
 
1. "Good-bye," "Adieu", "Adios”:       God be with you  
2. "Au revoir", “Auf Wiedersehen”:   Till we meet again  
3. "Farewell”:                                    Be well 
4. ‘Sayonara’:                                   Since it must be so     
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‘Sayonara’ does not fall into any of the three previously stated categories.  

 
In her book “North to the Orient,” published in 1935, aviator Anne Morrow Lindbergh, one of 
America’s first female pilots, and wife of fellow aviator Charles Lindbergh, wrote of the cultural 
differences she experienced traveling across Asia, and on the simple act of saying farewell. She 
remarked of her fondness for the Japanese word “sayonara,” which literally means “since it must 
be so.” Unlike the foreign equivalents of “goodbye” or “au revoir,” each denying the significance 
of the moment by dwelling on the more emotional notion of separation, “sayonara” accepts the 
parting. It does not evade the issue like the sturdy ‘Farewell’. 

 
According to the author, ‘Farewell’ is a father's good-bye. It is - “Go out in the world and do well, 
my son”. A father bids farewell to his son with the encouragement for achieving success in his 
future life. It passes over the significance of the moment; of parting it says nothing. It hides its 
emotion. It says too little. 

 
According to the author, ‘Good-bye’ ('God be with you') and Adios say too much. It is a mother's 
good-bye. It is trying to bridge the distance, almost to deny it. Good-bye is a prayer. “You must 
not go - I cannot bear to have you go! But you shall not go alone, unwatched. God will be with 
you”. This is the mother’s farewell. It consists of her emotions of love, good wishes and prayers, 
with an underlying sorrow of being parted from her child. The author gives a pictorial view of a 
mother’s emotion who says goodbye to her child. 

 
 

‘Sayonara’ says neither too much nor too little. It means ‘since it must be so’. It is a simple 
acceptance of fact. All emotion, aflame, is piled up behind it. It is the unspoken good-bye. 

 
Authors use imagery to create a vivid picture in the mind of the reader. Imagery often appeals to 
the five senses: sight, sound, touch, taste and smell. In the descriptive essay "Sayonara," Anne 
Lindbergh focuses on vivid details to give readers a sense that they are actually witnessing this 
scene and its objects, which combine to express a single idea--"Sayonara." 

 
 
 

Children, please read the essay as given in the next pages from the text book. 
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Day 2 
 
Word Meanings 
 
Sayonara – Japanese for goodbye 
Stateroom – private room aboard a ship 
Flurry – sudden excitement 
Conglomerate – made up of parts of various kinds 
Intensified – became extreme 
Kimono – traditional costume worn by Japanese men and women 
Challis – soft light fabric made of cotton or wool 
Monotonous – repetitive 
Doggerel – crude 
Cobbled – covered with rounded pebbles called cobblestones 
Serpentine – coils of thin colourful paper that unwind when thrown 
Intricately – elaborately 
Tautened – strained, pulled 
Ravelled – disjoined 
Furoshiki – It is a square piece of cloth or fabric used for gift wrapping/transporting items 
Gangplank - A movable plank used by passengers to board a ship 
Intensified - To become greater  
Wares – products for selling 
Terraced – built in a step-like formation on a slope  
Gully – a narrow channel 
Strand – a thin thread 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Children, look at the questions in exercise A and B below. Read the answers of exercise A and 
write them down in your English Literature copy.    
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Day 3 
 
 
 

 
 

Furoshiki -- Furoshiki is a square piece of cloth or fabric used for gift wrapping, transporting items, 
fashion, and home decor. The word refers both to the craft and to the cloth itself, which usually 
has an elegant, decorative design. Furoshiki has become increasingly popular with cultures 
around the world as it has transformed the art of gift-giving. 

 
 

Answers to the questions of exercise A: 
 
 
1. Anne Morrow Lindbergh, the wife of aviator and conservationist Charles A. Lindbergh, Jr., 
was a noted writer and aviation pioneer. Anne Lindbergh (1906 – 2001) was an acclaimed 
American author, whose books and articles spanned poetry and nonfiction, with themes that 
included solitude and contentment, youth and age, love and marriage, peace and the role of 
women in the 20th century. 
 
2. She remarked of her fondness for the Japanese word “sayonara,” which literally means 
“since it must be so.” Unlike the foreign equivalents of “goodbye” or “au revoir,” each denying the 
significance of the moment by dwelling on the more emotional notion of separation, “sayonara” 
accepts the parting. It does not evade the issue like the sturdy ‘Farewell’. 
 
3. The narrator and her husband had leaned out of one of the railway stations and had asked 
a vendor for tea. He had poured tea out of his big tin into a brown clay teapot which looked like 
child’s toy. They shouted to the tea seller that they required two teas and by that time the train 
jerked forward to pull out of the station. The vendor ran after the train with another teapot and 
pushed it at their window.   
 
4. The Japanese family who stepped on board bid ‘Sayonara’ to their relatives who were left 
behind. They leaned out of the window to say a few last words. The mother and nurse or older 
sisters were dressed in Japanese kimonos. The father was in a Western business suit, the two 
girls in green challis suits and the baby in woollens. The girls sat squatting after kicking off their 
shoes in traditional Japanese fashion. When the train pulled out, they held the baby up to the 
window for the last goodbye—‘Sayonara’.   
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5. According to the author, the real goodbye that she witnessed was at the dock at 
Yokohama. There the crowds of Japanese people leant over the rails of the decks and shot 
twirling strands of colourful paper to those they left behind on shore. With so many colourful 
papers, it was like a rain of bright fireworks. One end of these papers were held by those on deck 
and the other end by those on shore. This made for a brilliant multi-coloured web between the 
ship and the shore. When the ship started to move away from the shore, and the gap of water 
slowly widened between the ship and the dock, the ribbons snapped and fell into the water, 
floating away with the unfinished sentences of the people who had gathered. 
 
6.   According to the author, ‘Farewell’ is a father's good-bye. It is - “Go out in the world and 
do well, my son”. A father bids farewell to his son with the encouragement for achieving success 
in his future life. It passes over the significance of the moment; of parting it says nothing. It hides 
its emotion. It says too little.  
According to the author, ‘Good-bye’ ('God be with you') and Adios say too much. It is a mother's 
good-bye. It is trying to bridge the distance, almost to deny it. Good-bye is a prayer. “You must 
not go - I cannot bear to have you go! But you shall not go alone, unwatched. God will be with 
you”. This is the mother’s farewell. It consists of her emotions of love, good wishes and prayers, 
with an underlying sorrow of being parted from her child. The author gives a pictorial view of a 
mother’s emotion who says goodbye to her child. 
 
7. The narrator found the railway station to be a busy place with the clatter of wooden clogs 
and flutter of kimonos. She found babies jogging in their mother’s backs and men carrying four or 
five small bundles tied up in different-coloured ‘furoshiki’. Old women carried walking sticks; they 
wore enormous roof-like hats of straw. The narrator also saw vendors selling by shouting about 
their wares.          

 
 
 
 

Answers to the questions given in exercise B to be done by you on your own. If you read the 
lesson and the study material closely, you will be able to answer. So, all the best students! Write 
your answers in your classwork copy.   

 
 
 
 
 


